Let X = \\ieIX' and Y = Yl ej Yi' where a11 xi> Yi are sePã rable metric spaces. Let ß and u be completion regular Radon probability measures on X and Y respectively. Then /jXi/onXxVis completion regular.
Introduction.
A Radon measure p, on a completely regular space is completion regular iff every Borel set is measurable with respect to the completion of the Baire restriction of//. That is, to every Borel set E there correspond two Baire sets A and B such that A C E C B and p(B -A) == 0.
In (a) If both p, v are product measures of probability measures with full support on X, Y then the answer is yes: see Kakutani [7] .
(b) If just one of p and v is a product measure the answer is yes: see Choksi and Fremlin [3] . Also Fremlin [6] has shown that for arbitrary compact spaces X and Y the answer is no.
In this paper it is proved that the answer to the above problem is always yes. Moreover, the assumption that p and u have full support is unnecessary and the assumption of compactness of Xi, Yj is replaced by the more general assumption of separability.
For more information concerning the above problem as well as completion regular measures on product spaces the reader can consult [2] .
2. In this section we will give a characterization of completion regularity of measures on uncountable products of separable metric spaces.
Let (Xi)iei be a family of separable metric spaces and X = Y\ieI Xi. For every i G /, let Ti be a countable base for the topology of AV Clearly V D (JaeB-Ua. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Using the above claim, it is easily seen (using an exhaustion argument on A) that a decreasing family (B1)1<Tl of subsets of A can be constructed by induction on the ordinal 7 with the following properties. In this way, we may (if necessary) proceed at the fcth step. But then Vk -X for all 7 < rk and (c) follows.
(c) =>• (a) obvious from the regularity of p.
3. In this section we will prove the main result of this paper which is the following.
THEOREM. Let (X¿)¿er and {Yj)j&j be families of separable metric spaces and p, v completion regular Radon probabilities measures on X = Yliei -^-i and Y = IljeJ Yj> respectively.
Then the product Radon measure p x is is completion regular.
For the proof of the above theorem we need a lemma.
LEMMA. Let (X,p) and (Y,v) be probability measure spaces and Q C X x Y a countable union of measurable rectangles, i.e. Q C Um=i U"i x Vm where each Um C X and Vm C Y is measurable, with p x vQ < 1.
Then there exist a sequence (Bn x ^4)n€jv of measurable rectangles in X xY with p(Bn)-i/(A) > 0, such that for every sequence of measurable rectangles (B'nxA')n€ŵ ith p(B'n)v(A') > 0, B'n C Bn and A' c A, p x v((B'n x A')\Q) > 0 except for finitely many n.
PROOF. For every C C X x Y, let Cx denote the section of C at x, i.e. Cx = {y G Y: (x,y) E C}. We set e = p x uQ and consider a sequence {9n)neN of positive numbers such that 9i > s and Y^n°=i 6n < I. By induction on n, we will construct two decreasing sequences {Bn)neN and (Sn)neN of measurable sets in X and Y, respectively, such that for every n (i) pBn > 0, (ii) vSn > 1 -Em=\ 9miîn>2 and vSi = 1, (iii) i/((fl" x S") n Q)x [= i/(Sn n Qx)\ < 9n
for every x E Bn.
For n = 1, take S\=Y and Si = {x G AT: ^(<3X) < 0i}. Since #i > e, applying
Fubini's Theorem for Q we have pBi > 0. We now suppose that (Bm)m<n and (Sm)m<n where n > 2 been constructed.
We set Pk = {Bn-i x Sn-i) n ( Q\ (j(Umx Vm)\ and observe that lim^-oo p x vPk = 0.
Fix a fc such that (*) P x vPk < 9n ■ pBn-i. We observe that the set of all RF is a finite measurable partition of -Bn-i and the set of all JF a finite measurable partition of Pk. Thus, if we assume that for every FpxvJF > 9n-pRF, then summing over F we conclude that pxuPk > 9n-pBn-i, contradicting (*). Therefore there exist some F such that p x uJF < 9n ■ pRF. In particular, pRF > 0.
We set Sn = Sn-l\TF. Since p x u((Rp x Sn) C\ Q) < 9n ■ pRF, using Fubini's Theorem we find a measurable set Bn C Rf such that p(Bn) > 0 and p((Bn x Sn) D Q)x < 9n for every x E Bn. [6] .)
The preceding lemma says that we cannot have an extension of Erdös-Oxtoby theorem in a certain sense.
We now come to the proof of the main theorem. PROOF. We suppose that both / and J are uncountable since if one of /, J is countable it is quite easy to prove our theorem. It will be enough to prove that (X x Y, p x i/) satisfies (b) of proposition of §2.
We For similar reasons the following claim is valid. CLAIM 2. For every n E N there exists a ßn < wi such that p(U1 D Bn) > 0 for every 7 > ßn.
We choose a 6 > sup{a, ß",n G N}, 6 < u>, and set A' =: A fl Us and B'n = Bn n V6 for every n E N. Then p(B'n) ■ v(A') > 0, B'n x A' C Bn x A and B'n x A' c Us x Vg C Ua<wi Wa for every n so px v(B'n x A'\Q) = 0 for every n. But this is impossible by the choice of (Bn x A)n^N-This ends the proof of our theorem.
